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What War in Space Might Look Like Circa 2030-2040?
Peter Garretson1
Introduction
This essay seeks to give the reader two distinct visions of space warfare circa 2030-2040. First,
a conservative view presumes wars begin on Earth (over geo-strategic interests on Earth), and
extend into space to maintain the advantages of continued overhead satellite sensing. The
second view is expansionist. It presumes space wars begin in space over geo-strategic interests
in space and proceed with relative independence of events and military activity on Earth. Actual
conflict of course might very well see a mix of both, but they are presented as extremes, or idealtype cases to help the reader to see the outlines of different causal logics driving each. At some
point, circa 2030 (and perhaps even sooner), economic development activities in deep space will
create a truly unprecedented situation: nation-states will have geo-strategic interests on other
planetary bodies — the moon and asteroids. The degree to which the future resembles the
expansionist view will depend on how much and at what speed activities are conducted in deep
space and on the Moon in particular. Those who would dismiss the expansionist scenarios as
‘too far out’ should consider that already today a number of states are talking about Lunar
mining, and that the United States, China, India, Russia, Japan, and Israel are already putting
precursor missions on the Moon. A wholistic view of both has implications for military doctrine,
concept design, force structure design, and international governance including arms control and
the law of armed conflict, as well as for legislation and policy. This suggests that 1) military
doctrine must anticipate that United States geo-strategic interests will likely encompass
economic activities in deep space, and develop concepts for peacetime strategic offensives to
maintain positions of advantage; 2) that design of a 2030-2040 force structure requires attention
to the unique navigational, maneuver, logistics, and power projection needs for deep space
vehicles; 3) consideration and anticipation of conflict may enable the community of nations to
arrive at consensus on certain conflicts or types of conflict they mutually wish to avoid, and 4) a
role for civilian leadership to ensure the U.S. DoD is prepared through legislation and policy to
specify roles and missions to protect space commerce, to specify plans, and to specify the Area
of Responsibility (AOR) as encompassing the entirety of the Cis-Lunar theater.
Below I provide scenarios for crisis and conflict. The conservative view sees space war taking
place close to Earth, within the Earth’s Gravity well in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) or the
Geostationary belt (GEO). In contrast, the expansionist view considers conflict that might occur

in proximity to Earth’s Moon, approximately ten times as distant as GEO (See image 1 below).
Readers curious how I arrived at these can consult the appendix.

Image 1. Two Theaters of Space Crisis & Conflict (Source: Author)
Image 1 provides a basic ‘terrain’ map to orient the reader to the two theaters in which space
conflict circa 2030-2040 might take place. The key features of this map are to-scale depictions
of distance and the relative strength of gravity of the Earth and the Moon – depicted as gravity
wells. Near the Earth, the Earth’s gravity dominates spacecraft trajectory, labeled as Earth
Dominant Space. Near the Moon, the Moon’s gravity dominates, labeled as Moon Dominant
Space. The region between the Earth and the Moon is an area of shared gravitational influence.
Above the Earth-Moon Influence Boundary the gravitational influence of the Moon must always
be taken into account. Also labelled are the Earth-Moon Lagrange (L) Points (EML1, EML2,
EML3, EML4, and EML5) where gravitational and centrifugal forces balance such that
spacecraft may be ‘parked’ at these points and maintain their relative position to the Earth and
Moon, and may constitute strategic locations for commerce or control. The conservative
scenarios take place entirely within Earth Dominant Space, and in fact GEO and below. In
contrast, the expansionist scenarios take place beyond GEO, and mostly in Moon Dominant
Space.
A conservative view of future space warfare: War Extends to Space
The conservative view of space warfare is that ‘there is no such thing as a space war, there is just
war’2 and that a terrestrial ‘war extends into space.’3 Here the assumption is that the primary
value of space assets is to support the terrestrial warfighter, and space control is a necessary
activity to secure essential space information services (weather, missile warning, position,
navigation, timing, blue force tracking, overhead surveillance, beyond line-of-sight

communications). Deterrence by punishment is assumed to be ineffective4 since the U.S. has
more to lose and the opponent can operate effectively in their near abroad without space.
Because all military satellites are now held at risk, satellite protection and deterrence by denial is
the key strategy. Therefore, the evolution of the architecture is toward a proliferated constellation
of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites, and better attribution and perhaps local bodyguards in GEO.
The potential threats are manifold, with ground-based anti-satellite missiles and in-space robotic
‘snugglers’5 likely to multiply. Space-based terrestrial strike weapons6 and through-space
transportation and insertion remain of interest, but likely will not compete well against other
power-projection mechanisms. Evolution of the order of battle is entirely military, though it
likely leverages commercial launch and very large low-Earth Orbit (VLLEO) mega-constellation
capabilities.7 The architecture is entirely ‘geocentric.’ Deep space is conceptualized as the
domain of NASA. Capabilities which we might expect to see in this time frame might include
space-sensor layers to detect and track hypersonics,8 and keep custody of other moving objects.
CONSERVATIVE CONSIDERATIONS IN CRISIS AND COERCION
Several considerations affect the lead-up and logic of how and why a crisis may escalate and
embroil the participants in a difficult to exit spiral.
Escalation Route: The primary route to escalation is that an adversarial nation would take action
with regard to a U.S. partner’s equities which compromise the U.S. standing as a reliable partner
or directly call into question U.S. treaty defense obligations. The U.S. would then posture to
show the aggression is unacceptable.
Dominant Strategy: The adversary would then have to consider both crisis management and
bargaining, the potential for a regional limited war, and escalation to general war where it was
uncertain of U.S. restrictions on regime change. The dominant strategy in all cases for a U.S.
adversary is to remove the force-multiplying effects of U.S. space infrastructure.
Raising the Costs of Intervention: The key action in a crisis is to raise the costs for the U.S.
globally, and to signal its credible capability to hold at risk systems which might be perceived as
more valuable than the U.S. interests in counter-intervention. We could expect then a series of
postures that remind the U.S. of its vulnerability. Co-orbital platforms would snuggle in,9
ground-based ASAT missiles would show increased readiness and mobility, laser systems would
illuminate targets, denial of service of symbolically important channels via jammers10 or cyberattack,11 and tests of new systems might be carried out. We might also expect an “accidental
collision” or even a ‘friendly inspection’12 of a manned U.S. government or commercial space
station. All to say, “we can touch you…back down.” Some of this is likely to be done in ways
not visible to the public, but in the U.S. system such private signaling is still likely to leak out.
The U.S. could not be seen as publicly backing down from such threats, so it would have to
counter-threaten in public while privately offering a de-escalatory program.13 The U.S. is likely
to take comparable measures, as well as to conduct horizontal escalation in an adjacent domain.
Fog and Uncertainty: The situation is likely to degrade further, as one or both sides attempt to
mask their signatures through release of decoys, dazzling and jamming, and maneuver to change
their orbital elements.

CONSERVATIVE SCENARIOS FOR SPACE WARFARE
Incentives to Escalate & Pre-empt: The problem with the adversary’s threats to U.S. space
systems is that the U.S. must take them seriously, and realize as well that an actual strike on U.S.
space systems would so materially change conditions that it might feel it must pre-empt. It is not
an exaggeration to think that a significant degradation of space could render the U.S. military a
tenth to 100th as effective by which we mean that the U.S. would need to deploy 10 to 100x the
level of activity to accomplish the same effect. For example, in WWII, it took an average of 100
sorties to destroy a single target while today one sortie can destroy four or five.14 Numerous
specific degradations are foreseeable. A loss of missile warning would make airbases and ships
more vulnerable to missiles, enabling a potentially decimating first strike against forwarddeployed (and perhaps even CONUS15-based) forces. A loss of timing signal16 would remove
the ability to reliably signal-hop or have secure communications. A loss of GPS would severely
reduce the accuracy of U.S. missiles. A loss of beyond line-of-sight satellite communications
would impede any coordination or update between dispersed forces or allow update of missiles.
A loss of overhead sensing would severely reduce U.S. knowledge of enemy order of battle, and
virtually eliminate the ability to prosecute mobile targets. Finally, most worrisome, the U.S.
would have to take seriously that a loss of nuclear command and control or missile warning
could facilitate or signal a surprise nuclear first strike and delaying retaliation sufficiently to
further attrite U.S. nuclear forces.

Image 2: Space-Based Surveillance System Spacecraft (SBSS-1) and its imaging sensor
(image credit: Boeing Company)17
What are Attractive Targets?: Targeting of space systems relies on a belligerent’s space
domain awareness (SDA),18 command and control systems, and anti-satellite weapons systems
(an example of one SDA system is depicted in image 2 above). Military planners are likely to
favor targets which provide the maximum effect, enable the greatest economy of force, can be
struck with the highest likelihood of success, and generate the minimum collateral damage and
inadvertent escalation. As both nations multiply their sensors, links, command posts, and
weapons, what appears most attractive and most vulnerable can shift. In the conservative
scenario, the most critical and central nodes are on the ground, and can be struck only by
terrestrial forces: clandestine or special operations forces, naval forces, or air forces.

Moreover, the belligerent forces of both sides are threatened by the adversary’s space-enabled
reconnaissance strike system. For example, U.S. major power-projection legacy assets such as a
carrier or combat aircraft are moving targets. Targeting them is greatly facilitated by overhead
intelligence from sensors that might be optical (cameras), infra-red (heat signatures), radar, or
passive Radio-Frequency (RF) mapping.19

Image 3 & 4: An example of a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) Satellite (GPS Block
III) and a full GNSS constellation of 24+ GPS satellites (source GPS.gov)20
Once observed, attacking platforms must be passed targets and updates via satellite
communication, and must guide themselves where a global navigation satellite system (GNSS21)
is a great aid. For these reasons, both sides have an incentive to target the enemy satellite
system, for which it requires SDA,22 and for which it must degrade adversary SDA to reduce
their warning time and ability to take counter measures. Counter-space forces will be under
severe pressure from terrestrial warfighters (naval, land forces, and air forces) to reduce their
vulnerability by destroying space-based surveillance & reconnaissance systems.
Economy of Force Criteria: However, both sides are likely to face a scarcity of resources,23
preventing all desired military targets from being simultaneously struck. Therefore, the logic of
the situation dictates the priority for attack for the belligerents. Each belligerent must attack
those enemy systems which most reduce their own ability, and defend those systems which
maximize the belligerent’s own ability to cumulatively prosecute enemy forces. If the opponent
has multiple, resilient means of securing back-up services, you may leave those systems
untouched. For example, the future ubiquity of target-quality overhead optical sensing, the
ubiquity of global navigation systems, and perhaps even satellite internet may mean that
attacking sovereign assets of these sorts are just wasted bullets in the initial volley.
Illustrated in extremely simple terms, if an opponent’s reconnaissance strike complex for an antisatellite missile consisted only of 1 ground-based sensor, one command center, one data-link,
and 1 anti-satellite missile, striking any one of them would deny the opponent the ability to
strike. If all of the targets could be attacked and destroyed with a bomb, and the attacking state
had just one bomb, one might choose the target hardest to reconstitute. If on the other hand, the
opponent had 1 ground-based SDA sensor, 2 command centers, 3 data-links, and 10 anti-satellite
missiles, the most economical way to deny the system is to destroy the single point of failure, the
SDA sensor. In reality, command posts are often very hard targets (hardened and deeply buried,
deep within a belligerent’s homeland), ASAT weapons are expensive (but may be mobile,

proliferated and difficult to track), uplink/downlink/crosslink datalinks can be proliferated at low
cost; in contrast, Earth-based sensors are often fixed and visible, and space-based sensors are
likely visible and jammable.
Counter-force, Counter-Value, and Astroeconomic ‘guerre de course’: Attacks on space
systems may not be limited to military-only systems. As in nuclear thinking, we can make a
distinction between counter-force attacks which target military systems to reduce military
capability, and counter-value attacks which directly injure the broader society.24 As a form of
strategic attack or coercion, a belligerent could choose some level of guerre de course or
astroeconomic warfare,25 which injure the other belligerent or impose third party (allied or
neutral) costs. Some military targets like GPS are also critical civilian and commercial
infrastructure and would constitute astroeconomic targets.
Four Possible Outcomes: Four general outcomes appear possible: mutual denial, relative
invulnerability, space supremacy, and space superiority. It is possible that both sides might have
such terrestrial counter-space capabilities that neither side can enjoy the benefits of space, and
the advantages accrue to the side whose force structure is better positioned to express military
power in the relevant theatre without space information services. It is theoretically possible
(though very unlikely given current trends) that both sides could attrite each other’s ability to
target satellite systems, or that satellite defenses were far more capable than attacking systems,
leaving space a relative sanctuary.26 It is possible that one side could succeed in destroying or
denying an adversary’s space information services and access to backups, and succeed in
destroying the adversary’s counterspace reconnaissance strike system to such an extent that it is
possible to operate in space with impunity, in which case it would have space supremacy. The
final possibility is a more limited and temporal degree of space control,27 where there is
sufficient advantage to enable sufficient survival and freedom of action to employ space
information services not everywhere but locally for specific objectives in time and space.
Top Priorities in Space War: If space services can be secured for one side, then it allows full
exploitation of those services. To attack an enemy’s space-based reconnaissance strike
complex,28 you require your own SDA, and must deny them theirs so they cannot blunt your
attack. Loss of SDA is the loss of one’s eyes to see and target, and so its denial effectively
denies all subsequent precision attack. Therefore, we can expect the primary target of both
belligerents to be the SDA of the other. For belligerents actively engaged in terrestrial combat,
arguing for equal priority will be the denial of sensors and data-links which enable precise
targeting, especially of mobile targets. To the extent one’s own offensive forces require space
information services to function with precision, their sensors and datalinks are likely to be
defended assets. To the extent the security of one’s terrestrial forces depends heavily on advance
warning of a strike (for example warning of incoming missiles or warning of incoming
bombers), its sensors and datalinks are likely to be defended assets. Freedom of action for each
side requires defense of their offense-enabling systems, and attack of adversary defense-enabling
systems and their local defenses.
Technological Trends which May Alter these Scenarios: Over time, the capability and
relative cost and economies of anti-satellite weapons may shift. Overall, such shifts are unlikely

to materially alter the overall logic of the situation except in one specific instance: the
introduction space-based long-range direct fire anti-satellite weapons. The introduction of spacebased, counter-space direct-fire weapons (such as lasers, neutral particle beams, or rail guns)
could alter the situation such that these are the major impediment to freedom of action, and are
fewer in number than the sensors that direct them, being both the most dangerous and most
economical part of the system to attack. In such a case, they would become the primary first
target to enable follow-on freedom of action, not unlike the contest between fighter aircraft for
air superiority, or between battleships in WW1 and later carriers in WW2 for command of the
sea.
How the War Unfolds
The war thus unfolds in one of four obvious ways.
Scenario 1 ‘He’s too close’ [in space]: At some point in crisis posturing, a belligerent gets too
close to a capital asset in space, and the use-it-or-lose-it pressure becomes unbearable. It triggers
self-defense and simultaneously broad-based offensive counter-space effort to prevent adversary
counter-space activity.
Scenario 2 ‘Warning Shot’: As part of the posturing, a warning shot or limited attack is fired to
prove seriousness of intent. The receiver is likely to perceive this instead as a signal that this is
the first indication of a more general war. Alternately, unsure that this is just a warning shot and
not an actual attack, the receiver may attempt to ensure the safety of the targeted asset by
interrupting the ‘kill chain’ by attacking supporting satellite infrastructure, whether
reconnaissance, data-link, or navigation satellites. As part of such self-defense measures, it may
also degrade SDA or attack in-space defending assets. Such actions would be perceived by the
other side as an actual attack and escalation, triggering their own broad-based counter-space
plan.
Scenario 3 ‘First Strike’: As the intervening power (probably the U.S.) moves forces into the
region to create a posture to signal seriousness, deter or compel, there will likely come a point
that such a posture becomes too threatening. If the other side chooses not to be compelled but to
escalate, their best chance to win requires an overwhelming first-strike to destroy the logistics
and basing upon which the intervening force depends. For such a strike to be maximally
effective, they must maximize surprise and ensure the space information services for precision
strikes. As a result, the first move targets missile warning and space domain awareness (SDA)
for destruction or suppression. This ensures that the intervening force will not have adequate
warning to parry either missile or anti-satellite attacks. Moreover, deprived of SDA, the
intervening forces cannot understand what has happened to them in space, nor can they target the
navigation and reconnaissance satellites enabling the first-strike against their logistics and
basing.
Scenario 4 ‘Pre-empting First Strike’: Fearing, and seeing indications of scenario 3, and
knowing that allowing the other side the first offensive strike would be game-winning, the
intervener decides to pre-empt, and attack the enemy’s SDA and space information services.

Of note, in all of the scenarios, we would expect very early attack of SDA and attack on spacebased sensors and guidance to enable prosecution of mobile targets. Because SDA sensors are
both on the ground and in-space, success requires a multi-domain coordinated counter-SDA
campaign.
Terrestrial Components of the Counter-Space Campaign
In such scenarios, the bulk of the ‘space war’ is taking place on planet Earth, and most of the
attacks on spacecraft are launched from planet Earth.
Therefore, any significant effort to protect satellite infrastructure requires attack of the enemy’s
ground-based ASAT system. While ground-based SDA sensors are likely to have a high
priority, the ASAT systems themselves (lasers and missiles) are also likely to be targets. This is
because they may actually be the weakest link in the ASAT chain. Destroying enough SDA
sensors to nullify ASAT targeting might prove to be a futile effort if sensors are numerous,
dispersed, and mobile, providing a high level of redundancy. The same problem may exist for
communication links. Command and control facilities may be hardened and deeply buried.
Attacking ground-based ASAT facilities becomes an additional priority.
For example, attacking all the sensors might mean you have disabled all the missiles. However,
any surviving sensors might enable all missiles, whereas striking an ASAT facility means that
the system has one less effector to complete the kill. Belligerents must assume that any fixed site
or known-location ASAT facilities (ground based lasers,29 ground based missile kinetic
ASATS30) would also be targeted, so there is an incentive to ‘go big early’ and use such
capabilities to their maximum until they are used up or lost to adversary action. Despite the
likely location of such systems deep in a belligerent’s homeland, the assumed ‘deep magazine’
of laser threats, and their ability to rapidly and continually attrite LEO satellites as they fly
overhead could create extreme incentives to strike them very early in a conflict.
Denying Third Party Space Information Services: Because of the criticality of SDA to war
outcomes, belligerents would likely find it unacceptable for third party states or commercial
SDA services to provide SDA to one’s opponent. Extremely timely and strong incentives would
likely result in cyber-based ‘blockades’ of such services contributing to enemy action. Similar
‘wars’ for commercial access would play out across the range of space information services,
resulting in cyber and electronic-warfare-based denial of services (even to neutrals31) and involve
financial and legal coercion and strong political pressure if time allowed, and buying up services
wherever possible. Insider threats and sabotage should also be expected.
Preventing Reconstitution: Once the decision has been made to deny space-based services, it
could be unacceptable to allow the other side to reconstitute during the conflict. Therefore, both
sides would have incentives to deny the other launch sites and launch opportunities through
suppression, sabotage, or strike.
Cross-Domain Integration: What ought to be clear from this discussion is the high level of
integration required by the supporting terrestrial forces (clandestine, SOF, air forces, naval) early
in the campaign, and the high degree of coordinated war-planning required to take a large

diversity of counter-space actions quickly and in the right sequence. Without the equivalent of
Strategic Air Command’s Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP)32 to attempt space
supremacy, the ensuing fumbling is likely to leave the unprepared side at a significant
disadvantage. This may prove difficult, and space services are relatively new, and may lack the
necessary political clout to argue for priority, and establish themselves as the supported effort in
the early phases of conflict.
Prompt Global Strike (PGS) and Spaceplanes: Since the Cold War militaries have considered
the possibility of delivering conventional munitions from or sub-orbitally through space.33 Like
hypersonic weapons generally, the advantages are: range, speed of transit, and kinetic energy on
arrival without nuclear fall-out. The low response time, difficulty to defend, and low collateral
damage makes them attractive conventional first strike weapons, especially against timely and
hard targets. Because of the high level of damage that an opponent’s SDA-ASAT system can
inflict--literally every minute may count--the incentive is to attack it with the fastest system
available. An obvious first use of a PGS system is to attack the enemy’s SDA system and
capable ASAT systems (such as ground-based lasers) on the first volley. However, if the enemy
also has such weapons, you likely need to strike them first to allow further freedom of action, or
they are going to strike yours. This creates an “offense dominant” and destabilizing condition
analogous to nuclear Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) and Intermediate Range
Ballistic Missiles (IRBMs): each side is vulnerable, warning times are short, and both sides have
incentive to strike first.
Restraint & Unrestraint
How exactly belligerents choose to attack each other’s counter-space reconnaissance strike
complex depends on many factors.
Incentives to Global War: A key problem is that space constellations are not confined to a
single theater but serve global interests. Therefore, an attack on space systems creates a very
high probability that the war will be seen, at least by the U.S., as a general war affecting the
totality of its global equities. Overall, the offense dominance of current systems creates an
incentive for pre-emption on both sides.
Incentives Toward Restraint: The general undesirability of a general war may tempt actors
toward self-restraint, as was seen in the politically constrained use of airpower in Korea,
Vietnam, and India-China and India-Pakistan conflicts. At its most extreme, we could imagine a
head-of-state to head-of-state phone call agreeing that space was off-limits to anything but
ground-based jamming in the theater. We could also see extremely carefully choreographed
movements akin to the Cuban missile crisis.34 Escalation concerns (such as unwanted confusion
regarding nuclear retaliation) could place certain Nuclear Command and Control (NC3) and
missile warning satellites on the no-strike list,35 However, this cannot be taken for granted,36
since such systems may also support tactical users. If the attacker is willing to make a gamble
that the other side ‘knows’ a conflict is a limited war and not a nuclear war, it might risk
attacking these assets. Alternatively, it is also conceivable that both sides desire to keep war
limited -- and sufficiently fear escalation – such that they restrain themselves from kinetic strikes

on terrestrial facilities within the adversary’s homeland or their key allies. Such restraint depends
on a high confidence that the other side also prefers to keep the conflict contained and will
display similar restraint.
Dialectic Response
Even in a limited exchange involving kinetic antisatellite weapons, such as two sides each
demonstrating they can attack the other, an enormous amount of space debris will be created. It
is unlikely that humanity would abandon important orbital regions. Whatever might be the effect
on arms control or the law of armed conflict weapons legality,37 it is likely there would be a
significant acceleration38 in Active Debris Removal (ADR).39 This has two perverse effects:
first, that the future is more ‘safe for kinetic ASATS’ and second, that a future conflict begins
with a broader proliferation of new counter-space capabilities both robotic and directed energy.
Any contingency involving destruction of in-space infrastructure is likely to resolve many
uncertainties and incentivize diverse actions. Even the winner of space supremacy is likely to
find that victory is ephemeral without a major series of new investments. The victor may be left
with a capable on-orbit system while the loser may have none. But if the loser retains any
meaningful economy and industry, they can rapidly set to work on a first-class space denial
capability custom built against the now aging and static constellation of the winner. Unless the
winner is willing to take consistent pre-emptive action risking war, they will not be able to stop
the proliferation of counterspace capabilities or the reconstitution of orbital capabilities. To do
so, they would need to have the will and capability to go ‘full Dolman’40—that is to emplace
both a space-based launch-interdiction capability, and a space-based strike capability to control
access to space and rapidly suppress any terrestrial counterspace capabilities. Otherwise, over
time, the losing nation could create a posture to deny space from planet Earth.
What is remarkable about the foregoing scenarios is the inversion of priorities. While space
capabilities are of purely instrumental value to support entirely limited terrestrial objectives, their
importance nevertheless necessitates prioritizing counter-space as first-strike objectives with
substantial horizontal and vertical escalation risk. Moreover, the nearness of the Earth and its
power projection advantages means that it is like naval warfare taking place within constant
range of shore-based artillery, or like artillery spotting balloons within range of the artillery.
Describing such action as ‘littoral’ space warfare within the cosmic coastline is a helpful
analogy. Sun Tzu also developed a taxonomy of different types of terrain and battle situations.41
Sun Tzu might categorize warfare in terrestrial space (approximately GEO and below as
‘contentious ground’ because of its great advantage to either side. However, he might also
describe it as ‘desperate’ or ‘hemmed-in ground’ because these spaces provide no place of
refuge, and ambush from Earth is easy.
In contrast, beyond GEO, space becomes ‘accessible,’ easily traversable by both sides, and
relatively more easy to hide. But some places, such as the Lagrange points might be like narrow
passes or ‘constricted’ ground, where if you are not the first to occupy, you should not enter.
Other areas such as the poles of the Moon could be ‘entangling ground,’ proving hard or

impossible to return or re-occupy once the enemy has made preparations, and the best one can do
is lay distant siege, blockade or attack with fire.
An expansionist view of future space warfare: War Begins in Space
The expansionist view is that there is an extant scramble for the vast wealth of the inner solar
system42 to win the geo-economic struggle43 for global hegemony. Space is not merely
instrumentally important to national power, but is in fact the central theater of great power
conflict.44 As such, it is not only that a ‘war could extend into space’ but rather that jockeying for
relative geo-strategic advantage in space45 constitutes its own spark of conflict, and escalation
route.
Evolution of the Space Architecture and The Expected Order of Battle
The drive for space resources results in a different relevant force structure and different
geostrategic pressures. The investments proceed along several lines of effort. The first is
‘volume space access’ and logistics, resulting in a tendency of all parties toward reusable and
scheduled services. The second is in-space industrial capabilities such as robotic assembly,46 3D printing,47 vacuum spray deposition,48 etc. The third is resource prospecting and extraction, or
‘space mining.’ The final is a push for more capable in-space electrical power systems.
Desires to achieve scale for broader industrial ambitions, seek markets with large and regular
launch tempos such as satellite internet mega-constellations, suborbital49 and orbital tourism,50
commercial point-to-point transportation,51 fuel depots,52 and solar power satellites.53 Pressures
from industry move military constellations to be customers of in-space refueling,54 in-space
servicing,55 and cargo delivery56 to the Moon.
An awareness develops among the great powers / spacefaring states that the energy and material
wealth of the solar system could decide geo-economic leadership57 on planet Earth, and that
space resources may be critical to their liberty and freedom of action.58 Occupation of key
positions and control of global rule-sets offer leverage to control shares of this broader wealth
and developing order.
The Centrality of the Lunar Poles: The ‘peaks of eternal light’59 surrounding the crater rims of
the South and North Poles of the Moon assume particular relevance. While there is an
abundance of Near-Earth Asteroids, the Moon is close, very large, and contains very large
quantities of water60 and methane ice which acts as a logistics force multiplier. Structural
materials available by processing of the Lunar regolith (surface dirt) also offer a substantial
logistics force multiplier as they can be placed into orbit at roughly 22x lower energy cost,61
enabling construction of in-space industrial facilities or habitats of previously unheard-of scales.
The possibility of bootstrapping (robots building robots), could enable exponential industrial
growth. The possibility of building a global system of orbital power plants (and potentially
controlling close to 10% of the global economy) offers a market of astounding proportions.
Space Lines of Commerce: What emerges are space lines of commerce of geo-economic
significance, or at least perceived as the critical pathways which imply future geo-economic
significance and must be protected. The Moon becomes the source of raw materials and location

of some industrial processing. People travel to, and return from, the Moon -- moving from Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) to Lunar orbit. Supplies which support industrial processes (‘vitamins’) flow
from Earth to the Moon, while high-mass structural materials (‘macro-nutrients’) or finished
goods flow from the Moon to various staging or profit centers, including lunar orbits, L1, L2,
GEO, LEO, L4 and L5.62 In this period, the primary profit centers remain in GEO and LEO.
Military Posture: Space militaries are called to assume a broader set of responsibilities, more
similar to navies and coast guards. As civil and commercial operations begin in Cis-Lunar space
beyond GEO, there is increased pressure to provide safety-of-navigation services: navigational
aids, space domain awareness, rescue and tug services, active debris removal, safety inspections,
and patrol.63 There will be strong pressures for military services to base the designs of their
patrol and logistics spacecraft on commercial counterparts -- both to minimize cost as well as to
ensure compatibility with the larger civilian logistics systems. While generally cooperative,
space militaries and their owning states constantly measure their posture versus one another.
States may be averse to openly weaponizing, but capabilities required to perform safety-ofnavigation services are dual-use and inherently have space control capabilities.
EXPANSIONIST SCENARIOS FOR SPACE WARFARE
The logic of these situations is largely consistent whether we are talking about the very first
stages of mineral exploration with robotic landers and rovers or large-scale industrial activity and
settlements. What is different about these scenarios is that they begin over equities in space, and
military action takes place primarily in space. Because the interests at stake are in space, there is
at least the possibility of space forces acting unilaterally and that such action by space forces
could prove ‘decisive’ for the encounter.
Interdicting ‘Unacceptable’ Behavior: With people in space come questions of political
expression, symbolism and different standards of behavior. There are any number of scenarios
where the mere presence of a symbolically important person or group, or their activities could
incentivize a rival power to interdict their communications or movement. Things that might not
seem problematic to the U.S., might appear problematic to another power such as the People’s
Republic of China (PRC). The presence of religious rights activists (such as the Dalai Lama64 or
Falun Gong65), or political dissidents could use in-space locations to militate for change, such as
using a private space station for broadcast.66 This could create interdiction of communications
(jamming) or logistics (blockade) which could be seen as unacceptable. Other situations could
involve the emplacement of capabilities deemed by the other to represent weapons or
fortifications in disallowed zones, (for example: placing a mining laser on the Moon which can
point up, or a mass driver that could direct-fire toward Earth). If one side became aware of an
attempt to emplace on the Lunar surface an operational weapons system--an anti-satellite
capability or Earth-strike -- the other side would almost certainly pre-empt. Such a preemption
might take the form of an embargo (similar to the Cuban missile crisis67), sabotage (like
StuxNet68), or military strike (such as the Israeli Operation Opera air attack on Iraqi nuclear
facilities69).

Competing Claims: Because national interests are geo-economic, corporate interests are likely
to be perceived as national interests. If disagreements arise about operating areas, safety, or
harmful practices which interfere with another state’s corporate interests, disagreements could
arise. A non-state actor such as a corporation could impound or exclude other parties, or could
convince their sponsoring state to do so. They might arrest or hold hostage people, equipment,
supplies or valuables.
Sovereign Claims: A special case of both of the above would involve behaviors interpreted by
the other as constituting a sovereign claim or appropriation, such as the announcement of a broad
Exclusive Economic Zone,70 a Defense Identification Zone,71 or anything considered to be an
excessive land grab, or land grab of a unique and special area. Although restrained claims of use
and associated safety zones are likely to be tolerated, certain actions which might significantly
alter the status quo and create a significant precedent or advantage might be interpreted as a
failure of the Outer Space Treaty and necessitating self-defense.
Atrocity: Any of the above could involve or provoke some kind of atrocity by local actors. For
example, corporate actors angry over some trespass might kill their competitors directly or do so
via sabotage. Angry nationalists could do the same in response to the other side hosting
dissidents.
Coercion & Counter-Coercion: In all such cases, there will be an attempt by one actor to
compel behavior, and by another to compel the first to cease and desist. The crisis emerges as
one state attempts to compel the other by creating a local superiority and signaling its
seriousness, and the other side challenges that attempt at coercion. This might be triggered by
the geo-economic or positional stakes involved. It might be triggered by an action which,
unchecked, would allow the opposing actor to gain a decisive positional or logistical advantage.
It might be triggered ‘on principle’ -- where an action is interpreted as an attack on one’s
identity, prestige, commitments or fundamental values. As a result, one side will use force to
attempt to exact a direct concession, the other side will deploy force to break that coercion or
liberate by force.
Therefore, we are likely to see military assets move into positions where they can threaten
‘misbehaving’ actors with direct force or interdiction of supplies, or to wage astroeconomic
warfare by interdicting outbound commerce or threatening capital assets or profit centers to
impose costs and force the offending side to capitulate. The objecting nation will move to
counter-threaten the coercing fleet and/or counter-threaten a like asset as mutual hostagetaking.72
SCENARIOS: Warfare
While there is a constant background of competitive posture between militaries which position,
inspect, and maneuver akin to Cold War submarine operations73 -- which could result in
‘dangerous activities at sea’ -- this is not the primary route to escalation.
Incentives to ‘Go Big’: Both sides are likely to ‘wish the other weren’t there’ seeing the
adversary as a nuisance in daily operations, and feeling constantly on-guard that they will

overstep ‘appropriate’ boundaries, or are just waiting for an opportunity to eliminate the other.
Therefore, it seems plausible that both sides are incentivized to develop war plans to 1)
decisively eliminate the other’s in-space military capability and to 2) wage astroeconomic
warfare by holding the adversary’s commerce and in-space profit centers at risk.
Counter-Force and Counter-Value: In these scenarios, military counter-force is concerned
with removing all elements of military presence and force projection which can be used to
coerce, raid or destroy commerce. Counter-value includes all portions of the in-space
infrastructure and value chain for in-space industrial products and space services. A belligerent
might target Lunar mines, mining equipment, launch infrastructure, propellant infrastructure, and
factory infrastructure. They might also target any profit-generating infrastructure within ‘Terran
space’ (GEO and below), such as satellite power plants,74 data processing centers,75
communication platforms76 and human habitats.77 Although conflict could begin over geoeconomic or geo-symbolic considerations in GEO or LEO and might follow similar escalation
routes, the most interesting scenarios take place in deep space.
Deep Space Considerations: The likely most important terminus of deep space commerce is
the Moon. On the Moon itself are major resources, key positions, and potential fortifications.
Unlike space itself, it may be possible to hide or harden on the Moon. As the geo-economic and
geo-strategic hub of deep space transportation and commerce,78 the Moon seems the most likely
case to explore deep-space warfare in this period.
Significant choke points of Cis-Lunar commerce occur at EML1, Low Lunar Orbit (LLO), and
the Lunar Poles. Traffic to and from the Moon likely will flow through these points. Therefore,
to interdict positions, it is desirable to hold these positions. The difficulty of holding these
positions depends on a variety of considerations. The viability of holding EML1 and LLO
depend a great deal on whether there are ASAT capabilities on the Moon itself, and of what
strength. If the Moon has a developed industrial capability, it might be able to hold at risk
anything in its near abroad. On the other hand, if the Moon is undefended and its industrial base
concentrated, then embryonic defenses may be crushed with conventional weapons from orbit,
and such attacks would not be illegal under the OST since the arms are not stationed on the
Moon and are not weapons of mass destruction.
Unlike in the earlier scenario, military space activities may no longer be dominated by the
overwhelming influence of the Earth. Local advantage and long-distance power projection are
likely to matter, and fait accompli’s are possible. The Moon is approximately ten-times more
distant than GEO. This, along with light pollution from the Moon’s brightness mean that
effective surveillance likely requires local sensors. Efficient transit between the Earth and the
Moon requires approximately three days and significant energy expenditure. Therefore,
repositioning or attack may not be timely. Defenders in the vicinity of the Moon may have
warning and time to prepare. At some point, an industrial and logistical capability on the Moon
may allow superior local logistics. The vastness of Cis-Lunar space combined with weak threebody gravitational interactions allow significantly increased possibilities for maneuver, hiding
and surprise by military forces.

Space Cruisers: Very likely the vessels that service this area of space are general purpose and
multi-use. They might have dedicated armaments such as guided missiles, rail-guns, or directed
energy weapons, but they need not. Perhaps they have only robotic effector arms or merely the
ability to maneuver and therefore block. Almost certainly, they will have some degree of SSA
and autonomy, whether robotic or manned. Therefore, space warfare in this theater might most
resemble naval battles at the far-reaches of empire.
Privateers, Reserve Forces & Preventing Self-Help: Of note, assets brought to bear might also
be ‘merchant marine’ or repurposed commercial construction and transportation forces, perhaps
even including authorization to act as privateers or private security firms (privateers). In fact, if
states choose to focus on conservative scenarios as described in the previous section and neglect
to maintain a presence apace with the private sector, the entire scenarios described below could
in principle take place entirely between non-state actors using assets principally developed for
industrial purposes. A key reason why states might wish to develop Cis-Lunar forces is to
prevent a tendency of corporations toward ‘self-help.’
Sequence of Events: The initiating coercer will move forces into the area to deny transit and
directly threaten the locations in contest. Whatever was the initial balance, we can imagine that
events might unfold as follows:
1) The coercer will principally move forces to apply direct coercion against the target and
posture other forces to check a would-be responder.
a. This may be in space, but it may also include actions on the Lunar surface, such
as driving a robotic rover to block an opponent’s landing pad or airlock.
2) The responder is likely to counter position forces against the coercer’s forces (a vertical
escalation) and the coercer’s other forces (horizontal escalation).
3) If space remains an offense-dominant environment, there will be a strong incentive to
pre-empt to enjoy the first mover advantage.
4) Each side will likely threaten each other’s dedicated SDA assets to reduce the local SDA.
5) Each side will ‘point their guns’ at the most threatening asset—the assets which either
most directly threaten their interests or which have the greatest capacity to create military
losses.
6) GEO and LEO become additional theaters in their own right.
7) As long as both sides feel they can achieve greater advantage in waiting, both sides will
reinforce and horizontally escalate.
a. This may certainly include horizontal escalation on planet Earth itself, and not
only against space infrastructure, but anything of value which may be threatened
in trade.
b. Both sides will be tempted to pre-empt or blockade further forces from leaving
Earth to alter the balance of forces.
8) At some point in time the drawing up of forces will culminate for one power or the other,
with it becoming clear that any delay merely puts them in a worse position.

9) At that point (in a disciplined situation), one side initiates conflict. At any point along
this continuum of posturing, an individual asset might decide it must act in self-defense
and trigger the same cascade.
a. Unless the situation is extremely desperate, very likely the coercion itself will be
neglected until the decision of battle.
b. Because each side must respect the destructive power of the other, those platforms
become the focus of effort to ensure follow-on freedom of action.
c. If they are close enough to sense and shoot each other autonomously, then
destruction of enemy reconnaissance and interdiction of logistics or follow-on
forces become supporting efforts.
d. If a principle threat is on the Lunar surface, it will either be:
i. Struck immediately or
ii. Local in-space forces must withdraw beyond the effective range of the
threat to enhance their chances of survival.
e. Whether or not capital assets such as a propellant depot or lunar fueling and
landing facilities are struck depend a great deal on several factors:
i. Do they materially contribute to the extant battle?
ii. Will their destruction cause harm to one’s own interests?
1. For example, strike such targets might create collateral damage to
one’s own or neutral parties, creating debris which might foul
orbits and threaten one’s own capital facilities, commerce and
spacecraft.
iii. Can they be captured either to be held hostage to exact future concessions
or to add to one’s forces?
10) Either through attrition or paralysis one side will gain sufficient advantage to remove the
other or put them in such an un-tenuous position as to negotiate a cease fire.
Direct-Fire vs Swarms: Long-range direct-fire weapons within the theater are likely to be the
primary initial focus of action because of their reach and deep magazines. Very likely their
destruction will be affected by a combined arms approach involving swarms of attackers
overwhelming its self-defense capacities. The principle early threat to all platforms will be coorbital ‘snugglers’79 which would need to be ‘de-loused’ early. The realities of orbital maneuver
are likely to mean that the timing of such operations is unlikely to be well coordinated in time,
leading to significant fog and friction.
Restraint & Unrestraint
Restraint: States will likely wish to avoid the audience costs of being seen either as the
aggressor or as weak. Although locations on and around the Moon are likely to have significant
strategic value, belligerents will wish to avoid overt military conflict unless they can clearly
assert ‘self-defense.’ They may also prefer to steer clear of conflict to exploit absolute gains,
especially if they believe that the time to pursue relative gains is yet in the future.
The problem of also maintaining supply lines for one’s personnel at a lunar facility would also
loom large, and perhaps constrain the barbarism or ‘salt the Earth’ strategies that are possible.

Unrestraint: The lure of a decisive victory creates an incentive for a broad scale offensive. If
the configuration is such that a successful offensive could ‘wipe the opponent’ from the board,
and leave the attacker in possession of the entire theater and sole actor capable of exploiting its
wealth, this creates a strong economic motive for such an offensive.80
The considerations of restraint when one has isolated personnel would go away if they were
eliminated, and could result in an escalation to reprisal or fouling of the local environment
through area-weapons and/or large amounts of space debris.
Dialectic Response
Several outcomes are possible which would condition the system for future geo-political conflict:
Coercer Achieves Small Wins: If the coercer’s succeeds and are appeased, this conditions
them to seek further appeasement. Success conditions them to engage in ‘salami-slicing’ -successive coercions which change the facts-on-the-ground in favor of the coercer. Such actions
however will create resentments, setting the stage with tectonic forces for the next
confrontation.81 Crisis or limited war are ‘teachable moments’ where the coercer learns and is
conditioned to seek or avoid future coercion.
Coercer Achieves Big Wins: If the coercer wins in a wider war, it is now likely to exclude its
adversary from its closed economic empire, or to extract such concessions as to only allow it the
weakest of interactions.82
Restrained Responder Wins: If the winning power had up until the battle been restrained in its
weaponization and expression of military spacepower, it is likely to see such unpreparedness as
unacceptable. Convinced that the adversary has a demonstrated character as an aggressor, and
the taboo of space warfare having been broken, the winning power, previously restrained, is
likely to make an attempt at all-out space supremacy (go ‘full Dolman’) -- attempting to establish
and maintain military dominance and overwhelming presence generally, or at least in the vicinity
of the Moon.
Implications
The significant divergence between the conservative and expansionist scenarios suggest that the
United States might be preparing, planning and equipping for the wrong war, or at least not the
full spectrum of possible wars. This could leave the United States, its allies and their respective
businesses open for coercion. Preparation for the full spectrum of space crisis and conflict
requires early attention to military doctrine, concept design, force structure design, and
international governance including arms control and the law of armed conflict, as well as for
legislation and policy.
Military Doctrine: Military doctrine must anticipate that United States geo-strategic interests will
likely encompass economic activities in deep space, and develop concepts for peacetime
strategic offensives to maintain positions of advantage.
Concept Design: Conceptual design of military campaigns and crisis planning need to anticipate
the full range of scenarios to include the distant defense of geo-strategic economic, symbolic,

positional and citizen interests, and consider how such counter-coercion and defense would take
place.
Force Structure Design: Military space vehicles capable of defending U.S. interests in the
vicinity of the Moon differ in important ways from satellites designed to support terrestrial
forces. Design of a 2030-2040 force structure requires attention to the unique navigational,
maneuver, logistics, and power projection needs for such vehicles to be effective.
International governance including arms control and the law of armed conflict:
Consideration and anticipation of conflict may enable the community of nations to arrive at
consensus on certain conflicts or types of conflict they mutually wish to avoid. As a clearer
picture can be painted of harm to be avoided, there may be opportunities to avoid certain
conflicts through bilateral or multi-lateral agreements which:
•
•
•

reduce ambiguity regarding claims and provide forums to adjudicate would-be conflicts;
make certain acts or weapons illegal;
agree to limit the type and number of weapons which could endanger broader interests.

Prospects for restraint may be more likely if there is an early conditioning shock which generates
sufficient horror and offers few benefits. Such shocks might include:
•
•

a limited ASAT exchange between states;
a rogue state or actor attempting to hold the world hostage or exact costs through a
disproportionate or terror weapons such as:
o Electro-magnetic Pulse (EMP),
o High Altitude Nuclear Detonation (HAND), or
o deliberate collision.

Legislation and Policy: Because the conservative view is so firmly established in the U.S.
Department of Defense, there is a significant possibility that left to its own devices, it will be
underprepared for expansionist scenarios. This suggests a role for civilian leadership to ensure
the U.S. DoD is prepared through legislation and policy to specify roles and missions to protect
space commerce, to specify plans, and to specify the Area of Responsibility (AOR) as
encompassing the entirety of the Cis-Lunar theater.
Conclusion
In this essay, we have explored two visions for space warfare which might manifest in the 20302040 timeframe. The conservative view postulated scenarios where war begins over Earthbound geostrategic interests but extends into space to maintain advantage for the terrestrial
warfighter. The expansionist scenarios anticipate that nations may have reason to fight over geostrategic interests’ resident in space -- and over Lunar commerce in particular. Circa 2030 (and
perhaps even sooner), as the economic development activities in deep space establish geostrategic interests on other planetary bodies (starting with the Moon), the possibility for the
expansionist view of crisis and conflict becomes more likely. While some may wish to dismiss
the expansionist view, they should consider that even at the time of writing, 10-20 years in
advance of the scenarios, a number of nations are already sending landers to the Moon (United

States, China, India, Russia, Japan) as precursors to economic development. Being prepared for
the full spectrum of space crisis and conflict requires early attention to military doctrine, concept
design, force structure design, and international governance including arms control and the law
of armed conflict, as well as for legislation and policy.
APPENDIX
This appendix explores in greater detail the factors which condition the specific shape of space
conflict.
Why Consider Space Warfare?
Since the 2007 Chinese ASAT test,83 there has been significant public interest in threats to space
systems. With the formation of China’s People’s Liberation Army Strategic Support Force,84 the
subsequent formation of a USSPACECOM85 and U.S. Space Force86 and corresponding
assertion by the U.S. that its adversaries had transformed space into a warfighting domain, there
is broad interest regarding what a ‘space war’ might look like.
The essay is of course a speculative work. In it I have attempted to explore the trends and causal
pressures which might shape conflict in space. I have no crystal ball. None of us can know the
future—tremendous surprises have occurred in a span of two decades. Moreover, at times the
role of speculation is sometimes not to predict but to prevent, because foresight offers early
feedback loop to shape present choices. The value of foresight work is to anticipate the range of
possible futures to reduce surprise to enable early recognition and adaptation.
Literature Review
The conservative view and expansionist view are roughly equivalent to two main school.
Although there is a diversity of spacepower theory and taxonomies by which to divide them, for
the purposes of this paper, the conservative view of spacepower and the expansionist view of
spacepower are roughly equivalent to the main divergence in current spacepower thought,
between the ‘brown water thinkers’ and the ‘blue water’ thinkers, 87 each of which emphasize
different theaters of competition and conflict.
‘Brown Water’ Schools of Spacepower: On the one side are the ‘brown water’ thinkers, who
see the primary analogy as continental seapower. Particularly coherent are Brad Townsend88 and
Bleddyn E. Bowen89 who have explored space warfare within Earth orbital space where Earthbased counter-space is a dominant influence. They focus principally on how military
spacepower supports terrestrial conflict. Paul Szymanski90 also appears to fall primarily in this
camp, as does John Klein.91
‘Blue Water’ Schools of Spacepower: On the other side are the ‘blue water’92 thinkers who
have advanced theories of how the space domain itself can be used in the contest for political
primacy, using the analogy of the deep blue oceans which carry trade. These thinkers include
Carl Everett Dolman,93 Simon “Pete” Worden & John Shaw,94 Brent Ziarnick,95 Chris Stone,96
and Joshua Carlson.97

Avoiding those conflicts: While not a school of military spacepower per se, a third school of
thinkers spend their energies attempting to avoid conflict. These are the arms controllers. They
are less concerned with the conduct of space war but rather develop thinking on the inherent
danger of space conflict to terrestrial equities, and are associated with arms control or
environmental security. These include, Joan Johnson-Freese,98 Clay Moltz,99 and Dan
Deudney.100 A key difference between arms controllers and other schools is their certainty that a
space conflict would generate negative gains for all parties. They are also optimistic that rational
actors can create binding regimes in advance of both crisis and capability.
In contrast, the other two schools of thought question the certainty of absolute losses (holding out
positive outcomes for one side either in warfare or coercion), and assert the irrationality of
restraint, saying “nobody does arms control with somebody who doesn’t have the arms.”101
Visions of Space Warfare
I am not alone in imagining space conflict. The reader can find other imaginative scenarios for
conflict or space warfare treated in non-fiction, including Worden & Shaw’s Whither Space
Power, 102 Fred Kennedy’s “A failure of vision,” 103 Charlie Dunlap’s “How we lost the high tech
war of 2007,”104 George Freedman’s The Next 100 Years,105 Andrew Krepinevich’s 7 Deadly
Scenarios,106 Tangredi’s All Possible Wars107 and Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD)’s Geopolitical Developments and the Future Of The Space Sector.108
While aimed principally at applying a geopolitical determinist theory to space, Dan Deudney’s
Dark Skies109 provides a thoughtful examination of a number of space conflict scenarios.
Fiction written specifically to offer strategic insight has also examined space warfare, including
Peter Singer’s Ghost Fleet110, and William Scott’s Space Wars,111 and Counter Space.112 The
most comprehensive and imaginative treatment of space warfare would be found in the corpus of
science fiction literature. Such a survey of space warfare as depicted in science fiction is beyond
the scope of this work, but is something which would be an instructive undertaking by
organizations concerned with space warfare.
What is known about space weapons development?
Space Weapons of great variety were explored in the Cold War, especially during the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) time period,113 after which, in the ‘unipolar moment’114 strategic
thinking about space weapons atrophied, and the United States treated space as a sanctuary.
However, it became clear to the world that U.S. conventional military power was heavily reliant
on space. States whose vision of the global order diverged from the U.S. -- most notably China
and Russia – perceived that space constituted an unprotected rear area for the U.S., and began to
develop anti-satellite weapons. A number of public threat assessments have described both the
general state of affairs115 as well as specific adversarial threats.116 They detail broad lines of
anti-satellite and counter-space efforts known to be explored by adversaries of the United States
including threats electronic warfare (EW) such as jamming, ground-launched KE-ASATS (even
able to reach GEO), directed energy weapons such as high-power lasers, cyber-attacks, and
ground-launched high-altitude nuclear detonations (HAND), as well as orbital threats including
radio frequency jammers, kinetic kill vehicles (KKVs), chemical sprayers, robotic mechanisms,

high power microwaves (HPM), and Lasers.117 Moreover, many lines of counter-space effort
may be concealed or justified under dual-use purposes, such as Active [Space] Debris
Remediation (ADR), Satellite Servicing, or experiments to develop new space services. It can be
expected that these lines of effort will create a cascade of counters and security dilemmas
checked primarily by limited resources and competing problems.
Key drivers of change
While I attempted to provide an outline of the basic logic of space warfare, there are a range of
complexities which will give it shape. Below are trends I judge to have significant impacts on
military space competition and conflict.
Increasing Nationalism. Nationalism is likely to be the single most significant factor
accelerating military space capabilities. Since the beginnings of the first Space Race,118 space
has been the most public of arenas to showcase national strength, pride and vigor to internal and
external audiences. Like a bird’s plumage, it is a proxy for the strength and status of a nation.
With the current trend in de-globalization,119 return of great power competition,120 nations are
likely to measure each other based upon their relative positions in space. Lack of agreement
over relative strength might create incentives for conflict.121
Increasing Militarism. With the rise of nationalism comes the desire to showcase relative
strength, and to be able to respond to threats to interest or slights to status with posture, saberrattling or decisive action. That in turn leads to incentives to arms race.
Increasing Environmental Concerns. There is an ongoing attempt to frame space issues as
environmental concerns,122 and to limit economic development123 or weaponization based upon
concerns for the space environment.124 Significant events such as debris-causing tests125 or
collisions126 might create disincentives for certain types of space warfare.
Increasing Volume of Activity. Two revolutions – low-cost reusable commercial launch and
proliferation of large-production-run space hardware – provide the possibility of much larger
scales of space activity, and new commercial locations and markets.127 Larger scale of activity
means much more frequent access to space128 and within-space by logistical vehicles which in
turn enable still larger markets.
Expansion of Information Services. Expanding global demand for bandwidth and computation
will seek solutions anywhere it can sustain growth. One possibility is that this will drive new
global utilities. Most likely are expansions of already extant capabilities: daily commercial Earth
imaging,129 commercial synthetic aperture radar,130 and commercial radio-frequency signal
tracking.131 Next likely is the extension of space services to un-modified cell phones,132 and
broad-band space-based internet.133 We could also expect space-based full motion video, realtime space-based radar for traffic control for air, land and sea. It might also prove advantageous
to host data-centers and computation centers in space.134
Increased Perceived Value of Space Resources. A key unknown is the speed at which space
resources (lunar and asteroid mining) become important to national economies. Of note, space
resources do not need to actually be productive to influence strategic behavior—the mere

perception that they will be important is enough to initiate a logic of moves and counter-moves
to secure or deny advantage.135
Increased Space Access. The scope and scale of conflict depend greatly on the cost and reach
of space access. Lower launch costs enable greater scale of activity136—higher launch tempos,
more assets on orbit or on planetary bodies. Lower cost in-space transportation allows greater
mobility, logistics, force extension and spatial extension of economic activity. The current trend
suggests a lowering in the cost of space access to enable greater levels of economic and military
activity.
Key variables
In general, we can be confident that all of the above variables are increasing, the scale of change
matters for the world we can expect in 1-2 decades. The range of such variables is discussed
below.
Domain Ideology: A key variable is the understanding among the would-be belligerents about
the place of space and the aims and limits of space warfare, as well as their differences.
Different visions of space warfare and its ends drive different investment and posture strategies.
Prescriptions for brown-water and blue-water acquisitions, organization, force structure, force
posture, force employment and training diverge.
Economic importance of space: Space is already important and integral to the U.S. and global
economy, but the space sector itself is about $400B,137 or less than half a percent of global GDP.
At present, there is an expectation of an expanding cislunar econosphere138 with a value in this
time epoch to be between $1Trillion (T)139 and $10T. 140 The economic importance of space
might continue to rest (as it does today) on space information services. Alternately, one to two
decades is enough to see the emergence of markets for space-based power141 and space-based
resources,142 each undergoing rapid growth.
Technological Progress in Access: NASA estimates that commercial launch lowered the cost of
access by a factor of 20 versus (vs) the space shuttle ($54,500/kg vs $2,720/kg Falcon 9).143
Falcon 9 recently demonstrated the feasibility of human-rated commercial launch. Falcon Heavy
is now $1411 per kilogram144 (a factor of 38 better than the Space Shuttle). It is possible that
launch costs could remain above $1000/kg for this epoch. Some allege that $1000/kg is already
low enough to enable space-based solar power. SpaceX Starship, now in development, is
expected to provide a combination of full reusability and 100MT+ payload. Estimates suggest it
might reduce the cost from $1000/kg to as low as $10/kg to LEO, and perhaps $30/kg to the
lunar surface.145 Previous estimates suggest that emplacing as little as 12MT on the lunar surface
is sufficient to begin industrial ‘bootstrapping’ and an exponential increase in industrial
activity.146
Military Readiness: There appears to be a general trend toward the militarization of space
likely with some level of anti-satellite weaponization. Investments in military space readiness
will be a function of ideology, threat, available budget and competing priorities. Either

belligerent might underprepare for the ‘right’ space war, or could miscalculate the actual theater
and be prepared for the ‘wrong’ space war.
Implications for Great Power Competition: The Will to Prepare and Shape
This paper has attempted to leave the reader with two distinct images of warfare. The first
presumes that a space war is an extension of Earthly terrestrial geo-strategic concerns and
extends to space to preserve overhead advantage. The second presumes that states have geostrategic concerns in the space domain itself which generate conflict. A strategist’s or policy
maker’s assumptions about the reasons for war, the object of such a war, strongly affect one’s
planning, preparation and force structure. A focus on one to the exclusion of the other may
result in incomplete preparation.
Theory shapes Reality -- States will Prepare along Lines of Expectation. The Thomas
theorem states, “if men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences.”147 Visions
of astrostrategic competition and what is considered ‘strategic’ – even if it proves not to be -will shape state action. Visions of space warfare – even if it does not happen – will shape state
action. The contours of competition are shaped by what is defined as inherently valuable within
space, and what is defined as instrumentally valuable in space to secure, protect, defend, or
attack. Almost all ‘inherently valuable’ objects are themselves instruments as part of broader
means-ends chains. Today, satellites in LEO and GEO can be said to be inherently valuable
because they provide valuable services economically and militarily on Earth. Space control
assets are instrumentally valuable because they can secure or deny such value. If, on the other
hand, one focuses on the ice deposits on the poles of the Moon and certain asteroids as inherently
important resources -- and on the locations which enable their efficient exploitation (key landing
locations, well-illuminated crater rims), the Earth-Moon Lagrange points – then you shape your
strategy around accessing and securing these. In short, you end up with a very different military
space architecture and set of military and commercial strategies.
Astrostrategic Terrain: The main new competition will be to enable or avoid coercive
advantage in the astrostrategic terrain beyond GEO to enable freedom of action and acquiescence
to one’s will. This is a competitive posture game likely to escalate from simple presence to
space information services, space domain awareness, dual-use logistics systems, self-defenses,
and perhaps ‘snugglers,’ soft-mission-kill capabilities (jamming, dazzling) and even long-range
direct-fire systems.
Dynamics Incentivizing Competition: Several additional factors seem likely to accelerate
military competition in space. These include commercial actors militating for the ‘flag to follow
trade’ and provide security services for them, as well as provocative action on their part to
embroil their state in activities which create private benefit. Such provocative action could be
self-help or the threat of self-help should they not receive government security services. A
second is a classic security dilemma where the actions by one party to make itself more secure
make other parties less secure. Efforts to deter the other by increasing the cost of intervention
may just as easily result in greater military investments. A third is the lack of a clear military
order in space which parties may seek to solve through investment or resolve through battle.148

A fourth incentive are audience costs for reputation or strength which transfer to other theaters
where perceived pre-eminence and power affects bargaining and access to spoils. A special case
of the above may concern public or treaty commitments to third parties (such as an allied nation)
whose geo-economic or personnel might be the subject of coercion.
Prospects for Arms control or Restraint in Arms Conflict
Prospects for restraint appear more likely if there is an early conditioning shock which results in
costs with few benefits, horror, or naturally conditions cooperation and good will. Examples of
the former might include a limited ASAT exchange by spacefaring states (perhaps India-Pakistan
or even India-China) which shocks the major powers, or an attempt by a rogue state, polity or
lone actor to hold the world hostage through deliberate use of a collision, space debris or an
Electro Magnetic Pulse (EMP) delivered by a High Altitude Nuclear Detonation (HAND)
(perhaps by Iran or North Korea).149 A successfully negotiated crisis de-escalation is likely to
result in a series of ‘Détente’150 measures to live together and reduce provocations to conflict as
well as agreements on ‘dangerous practices at sea.’ In all cases, such a direct encounter with a
general war in space could reduce the appetite for competitive and escalation under the sentiment
‘too rich for me!’
Arms control in expansionist scenarios may be more likely if both parties see themselves in a
precarious position both logistically and with their domestic audience. This might encourage
mutually respected safety zones and protocols for safe interaction. Early efforts to limit a cycle
of retaliations could focus on deliberate exercises to provide emergency aid in distress, and as
much precision and clarity on boundary lines and coordinate systems as is possible. Further,
while dual-use infrastructure may impact warfare in both conservative and expansionist
scenarios, at the extremes of logistical reach, very tiny influences may enable exclusion, and
dual-use infrastructure may present strong concerns.151 The inability to limit dual-use
infrastructure because of its critical functions may force arms control to focus less on numerical
limits and more on inspection, verification and multi-lateral controls.
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